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RISK SOLUTIONS INTERNATIONAL FORMS PARTNERSHIP WITH
AGILITY RECOVERY SOLUTIONS
(March 18, 2008, New York, NY)– Risk Solutions International LLC, the leading operational risk
solutions company, today announced an partnership with Agility Recovery Solutions, the premier
provider of mobile on-site recovery and business continuity services. The companies will provide
solutions to help businesses, educational institutions and government entities mitigate their
immediate and longer term operational risk exposure, and to accelerate their recovery from
incidents that threaten their critical operating functions.
The partnership was formed to address the complex and threatening risks facing organizations
today and the criticality of maintaining operations through the life of a debilitating disaster. Risk
Solutions International’s ability to provide its clients with world class solutions and thought
leadership for assessing, mitigating and managing the impact of their operational risk will now
include customized, portable recovery solutions on-site, through its partners at Agility Recovery
Solutions.
Complementing Risk Solutions International’s strategy to ensure its clients’ long term viability,
Agility Recovery Solutions understands how today’s risks can impact the continuity of
organizations’ core business operations beginning immediately after an incident. Agility offers the
most comprehensive range of flexible, cost-effective and practical disaster continuity and recovery
programs - all of which are geared to developing and delivering custom solutions onsite to their
customers. The company provides organizations with mobile office space, generators, power
supply, laptops and equipment - all within 48 hours of an incident. Agility Recovery Solutions will
now be able to provide their clients and prospects with key consulting and advisory information
through Risk Solutions International’s top experts, as well.
“Be it a bomb threat, epidemic, power outage or an ‘everyday’ incident, when an crisis occurs,
organizations often discover that they are unable to proceed with basic business functions.” said
Duane A. Lohn, Executive Vice President, Risk Solutions International. “However, Agility
Recovery Solutions reconnects an organization with its business lifelines— helping them stay
connected with customers and employees and, ultimately, allowing them to survive.
According to Bob Boyd, Chief Executive Officer of Agility Recovery Solutions, “Statistics show that
90% of companies which are unable to resume operations within 5 days of a disaster will go out
of business. Simply put, when it comes to disaster recovery, businesses that plan will survive.
Those who don’t, will not.” Boyd adds, “Our hope is that all businesses, regardless of size, will

have a clearly defined recovery strategy. The Agility RSI partnership helps extend our reach and
takes us one step closer to achieving that goal.”
*********
Risk Solutions International provides a full range of business continuity, emergency response,
compliance, incident and crisis management, investigative services, and security and supply chain
management services. The firm provides its clients with world class solutions and thought
leadership for assessing, mitigating and managing the impact of their operational risk. Risk
Solutions International practitioners are experienced thought leaders who have achieved the
highest levels of professional recognition. They maintain active certifications from the leading
industry associations and boards and are members of key industry standard setting groups. For
additional information, please visit www.rsi-llc.com.
Agility Recovery Solutions is a former division of GE with 17 years of disaster recovery and
business continuity experience. Agility Recovery Solutions provides turn-key, disaster recovery
solutions to businesses across the United States and Canada. Headquartered in Charlotte, North
Carolina with distribution centers in Atlanta, Georgia and Mississauga, Ontario, Agility Recovery
Solutions maintains $35 Million of equipment in stock, with direct access to additional millions of
dollars of additional equipment and priority relationships with some of the world’s most respected
organizations. Agility Recovery Solutions has a 100% success rate, including 17 recoveries
following September 11, 2001 and close to 40 recoveries in the wake of the 2005 Hurricane
Season, which included Hurricane Katrina. For more detailed information, please visit
www.agilityrecovery.com.

